ENd-to-end services from advisory to support

**Advisory and Consulting:** Accelerate Open Source adoption, make the right technology choices and manage associated risk

**Cost Optimization:** Reduce license cost by migrating from high cost proprietary products to proven low cost Open Source alternatives through a tool-based approach

**Modernization:** Modernize applications by adopting Open Source based solutions, accelerated by Infosys platforms and partnerships

**Product Support:** Reduce risk and simplify operations with a single, shared support model for community and enterprise Open Source products
Success stories

Open Source accelerates national tax processing

Infosys executed a large-scale transformation project for a nation by developing a platform that unified 38 tax offices for indirect taxation. Built completely on Open Source, the platform can serve 12 million tax payers and process 50,000 invoices per second with an availability of 99.9%, a recovery time objective (RTO) of 30 minutes and recovery point objective (RPO) of zero. As part of our solution, we also implemented an API engine that integrates with the ecosystem of service providers through a vendor-neutral stack that can be easily replicated.

DevOps and Open Source helps online bank increase business velocity

Infosys partnered with a leading financial services company to transition a monolith with more than 33 APIs to microservices architecture. By leveraging a DevOps pipeline and factory model set-up for these core systems, Infosys helped the client slash time to deployment from over 8 hours to less than 40 minutes. The solution currently supports over 55 microservices and accelerates deployment by 10 times. The result is improved enterprise agility by delivering changes and business innovations much faster than before. The roadmap from this Infosys program now serves as a blueprint for subsequent DevOps programs that leverage a container-based approach, allowing faster kick-off for critical projects to meet market demand and service the business.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com to know more.